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Abstract. We discuss an optimal control problem governed by a quasilinear
parabolic PDE including mixed boundary conditions and Neumann boundary
control, as well as distributed control. Second order necessary and su�cient
optimality conditions are derived. The latter leads to a quadratic growth condi-
tion without two-norm discrepancy. Furthermore, maximal parabolic regular-

ity of the state equation in Bessel-potential spaces H�⇣,p
D with uniform bound

on the norm of the solution operator is proved and used to derive stability
results with respect to perturbations of the nonlinear di↵erential operator.

1. Introduction

This article is concerned with optimal control problems governed by quasilinear
parabolic partial di↵erential equations (PDEs). Our goal is twofold. First, we aim at
establishing second order optimality conditions with minimal gap between necessary
and su�cient conditions. Second, we are interested in the precise regularity of the
state equation, which is crucial for, e.g., Lipschitz stability estimates. We use the
theory to study perturbations of the problem with respect to the nonlinearity, where
we rely both on second order optimality conditions and the improved regularity. The
prototypical problem with control q and state u is

(1.1a) Minimize J(u, q) :=
1

2
ku� ûk2L2((0,T )⇥⌦) +

�

2
kqk2L2(⇤,%),

(1.1b)
@tu+A(u)u = Bq in (0, T )⇥ ⌦,

u(0) = u0 in ⌦,

(1.1c) q 2 Qad ⇢ Q,

where
A(u) = �r · ⇠(u)µr

with ⇠ being a scalar function and µ a spatially dependent coe�cient function.
Boundary conditions are implicitly included in the definition of the di↵erential op-
erator in (1.1b); see Section 2 for the precise assumptions. The optimal control
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of quasilinear parabolic PDEs of this type has many important applications, for
example heat conduction in electrical engineering [44] and semiconductors [55]. As
we will see, both distributed control in two and three spatial dimensions as well as
Neumann boundary control in two dimensions is included in this setting. Boundary
control in three dimensions can be considered for purely time-dependent controls.

In the literature there are many contributions to optimal control of nonlinear
parabolic equations that may be distinguished by the di↵erential operator being
either monotone or nonmonotone. Existence of solutions to optimal control prob-
lems governed by parabolic equations of monotone type has been proved in [46].
Necessary optimality conditions have further been established in [3, 52, 60]; cf. also
the introduction in [30]. Less abstract hypotheses have been used in [13] to show
first order optimality conditions. Concerning optimal control of nonmonotone par-
abolic equations, fewer results have been published. Existence of solutions has been
considered in [49, 50] for distributed control. The studies impose pointwise control
constraints and the control enters nonlinearly in the state equation. More recently,
first order necessary conditions for a quasilinear equation subject to integral state
constraints have been proved in [30] with distributed controls in L2((0, T ) ⇥ ⌦).
It is worth mentioning, that in the latter study all the coe�cients of the elliptic
operator may depend on u, ru and the control q. However, the derivatives of the
coe�cients have to satisfy certain growth bounds, so that our prototype problem
does not comply with assumption (2.5) in [30]. To our best knowledge, there are
no published results on second order optimality conditions for quasilinear parabolic
equations. However, optimal control of semilinear parabolic equations even with
pointwise state constraint is well-investigated; see for instance [18, 19, 43, 54]. Con-
cerning the case of quasilinear elliptic equations, first- and second order optimality
conditions have been established in [12, 15].

Recently, uniform Hölder estimates for linear parabolic equations subject to
mixed boundary conditions and rough domains have been established in [48], which
in turn implies that the state belongs to

W 1,s((0, T );W�1,p
D ) \ Ls((0, T );W 1,p

D ) ,!c C
↵((0, T );C(⌦)),

for any right-hand side in Ls((0, T );W�1,p
D ). This is the starting point for our inves-

tigation. Adapting the ideas of Casas and Tröltzsch from [15, 17], we prove second
order necessary as well as su�cient optimality conditions for Neumann boundary
control in spatial dimension two and purely time-dependent control and distributed
control in dimensions two and three. The main di�culty is that this requires the
first and second derivative of the reduced objective functional to be extended to
L2(⇤, %), but the linearized state equation contains an additional term involving
the gradient of u (cf. Proposition 4.4). We overcome this issue by a careful regular-
ity analysis of the state equation based on the results in [22].

Moreover, in applications it is often required to guarantee uniform bounded-
ness of the solution operator to certain linearized-type equations, cf. Lemma 5.1.
Once existence of a solution to the nonlinear state equation is established in an
appropriate function space, improved regularity results can be transferred from the
linear to the nonlinear setting by plugging the solution into the nonlinear di↵er-
ential operator and applying linear regularity theory. Then, however, it is crucial
to track the explicit dependence of, e.g., the constants in all appearing stability
estimates on the solution u, or A(u), respectively. We eventually prove that the
time-dependent operator �r · ⇠(u)µr exhibits maximal parabolic regularity not
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only on Ls((0, T );W�1,p
D ) but on Ls(I;H�⇣,p

D (⌦)). Whence, the state belongs to

W 1,s((0, T );H�⇣,p
D (⌦)) \ Ls((0, T );DH�⇣,p

D

(⌦) (�r · µr)) ,!c C
↵((0, T );W 1,p

D (⌦)),

where H�⇣,p
D (⌦) is the Bessel-potential space that can be obtained by complex

interpolation between Lp(⌦) and W�1,p
D (⌦), and DH�⇣,p

D

(⌦) (�r · µr) is the domain

of �r · µr considered on H�⇣,p
D (⌦). Indeed, the norm of the solution in the space

of maximal regularity can be explicitly estimated in terms of the problem data.
Of course the compact embedding yields uniformity of the solution operator to
the linearized equation. This functional analytic setting has been proposed in [38]
and covers rough domains and mixed boundary conditions. Furthermore, the space
H�⇣,p

D (⌦) allows for distributional objects such as surface charge densities or thermal
sources concentrated on hypersurfaces, cf. [38, Theorems 3.6 and 6.9]. We point out
that in [38] the authors proved local-in-time existence of solutions in the H�⇣,p

D (⌦)
setting, but not existence on the whole time interval (0, T ).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the precise assumptions
of the problem and collect specific examples of control settings that are covered by
Problem (1.1). Maximal parabolic regularity on the mentioned space Ls(I;H�⇣,p

D )
is proved in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the optimal control
problem including second order necessary and su�cient optimality conditions. In
Section 5 we investigate stability of optimal solutions with respect to perturbations
on ⇠ using both the improved regularity and the second order optimality conditions.
Some interesting but technical results are collected in the appendix.

2. Notation and assumptions

We now give the precise assumptions concerning the geometry, the operators and
the problem data.

2.1. Notation. For ⌦ ⇢ Rd a Lipschitz domain, ✓ 2 (0, 1], and p 2 (1,1) we
define the space H✓,p

D (⌦) as the closure of

C1
D (⌦) =

�

 |⌦ :  2 C1(Rd), supp ( ) \ �D = ; 

in the Bessel-potential space H✓,p(⌦), i.e.

H✓,p
D (⌦) = C1

D (⌦)
H✓,p(⌦)

.

If ✓ = 1, then the space H✓,p
D (⌦) coincides with the usual Sobolev space that we

denote by W p
D(⌦). Of course, if �N = ;, then H✓,p

D (⌦) = H✓,p
0 (⌦) and if �N = @⌦,

then H✓,p
D (⌦) = H✓,p(⌦). The corresponding dual space of W 1,p

D (⌦) is denoted by

W�1,p0
(⌦), and the dual space of H✓,p

D (⌦) is denoted by H�✓,p0

D (⌦), where p0 stands
for the conjugate Sobolev exponent, i.e. 1 = 1/p + 1/p0. If ambiguity is not to
be expected, we drop the spatial domain ⌦ from the notation of the spaces. The
domain of a linear (possibly unbounded) operator A on a Banach spaceX is denoted
by DX (A). As usual R(z,A) = (z �A)�1 denotes the resolvent of an operator A.

By the symbol Md(µ•, µ
•) we denote the set of measurable mappings µ : ⌦ !

Rd⇥d having values in the set of real-valued matrices which satisfy the uniform
ellipticity condition

µ•kzk2 
d
X

i,j=1

µij(x)zjzi, z 2 Rd, a.a. x 2 ⌦,
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and kµijkL1  µ•, i, j = 1, . . . , d, for some constants µ•, µ• > 0. Last, c is a generic
constant that may have di↵erent values at di↵erent appearances.

2.2. Assumptions.

Assumption 1. Let ⌦ ⇢ Rd with d 2 {2, 3} be a bounded domain with boundary
@⌦ and �N is a relatively open subset of @⌦ denoting the Neumann boundary part
and �D = @⌦\�N the Dirichlet boundary part. Moreover, we assume that ⌦[�N is
Gröger regular; see Definition A.1. In addition, each mapping �x in Definition A.1
is volume-preserving. We consider a fixed time interval I = (0, T ) with T > 0.

Remark 2.1. (i) If ⌦[�N is regular in the sense of Gröger, then ⌦ is a Lipschitz
domain; see [36, Theorem 5.1]. Conversely, if ⌦ is a Lipschitz domain, then ⌦
and ⌦ [ @⌦ are Gröger regular, cf. Definition 1.2.1.2 in [33].

(ii) For simplified characterizations of regular sets see [36, Theorems 5.2 and 5.4].
(iii) We do not exclude the cases �D = ; or �D = @⌦.
(iv) The additional requirement of volume-preserving bi-Lipschitz transformations

is satisfied in many practical situations. In spatial dimension three, two cross-
ing beams allow for a volume-preserving bi-Lipschitz transformation; see Sec-
tion 7.3 in [38]. In particular, domains with Lipschitz boundary satisfy As-
sumption 1; see Remark 3.3 in [38].

(v) Note that the assumption of volume-preserving �x is only used for the existence
result [48] and the characterization of H�⇣,p

D to be an interpolation space
between Lp and W�1,p

D ; see (3.8).

Assumption 2. Let ⇠ be real-valued, twice continuously di↵erentiable, and ⇠00 Lip-
schitz continuous on bounded sets. For fixed µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•) define

hA(u)', iL2(I;W 1,2
D

) =

Z

I

Z

⌦

⇠(u)µr' ·r dx dt, ', 2 L2(I;W 1,2
D ),

with constants 0 < µ• < µ•. Moreover, suppose there are ⇠•, ⇠• > 0 such that

0 < ⇠•  ⇠(u)  ⇠• 8u 2 R.

Assumption 3. There is p 2 (d, 4) such that

�r · µr+ 1: W 1,p
D ! W�1,p

D

provides a topological isomorphism.

Remark 2.2. The function ⇠ might also depend on t, if the dependence is su�-
ciently smooth (e.g. Lipschitz) and all results hold with obvious modifications.

Remark 2.3. Assumption 3 is a further restriction on the spatial domain, the
coe�cient function µ, and the boundary conditions. If d = 2, then the assumption
is always fulfilled for only Gröger regular sets [34, Theorem 1]. Indeed, this is true
under less restrictive assumptions on the domain; cf. [37, Theorem 5.6]. In general
p exceeds 2 by only an arbitrary small number; see [28, Chapter 4]. Even if the
coe�cient function and the domain are smooth, p � 4 cannot be expected in case
of mixed boundary conditions; see the example of [56, p. 151].

However, in many practical situations with d = 3 the isomorphism property holds
with p > 3; see [23]. In particular, if ⌦ is of class C1, µ is uniformly continuous
and �N = ;, then Assumption 3 holds for all p 2 (1,1). In the example of two
crossing beams, cf. Remark 2.1, if µ is constant on each beam, then Assumption 3
holds with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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Last, we define the setting for the controls. To have one notation for di↵erent
control situations, we define a measure space (⇤, %) and the control operator B

mapping L1(⇤, %) into Ls(I;W�1,p
D ). Concrete examples are given below.

Assumption 4. Let ⇣ 2 (0, 1) be fixed such that max{1� 1
p ,

d
p} < ⇣ and choose s >

2
⇣�d/p ,

2
1�⇣ . Given a measure space (⇤, %), define the control space as Q = L1(⇤, %)

and the set of admissible controls as

Qad := {q 2 Q : qa  q  qb %-almost everywhere in ⇤}
for two fixed elements qa, qb 2 Q, qa  qb %-almost everywhere. The control operator

B : L1(⇤, %) ! Ls(I;H�⇣,p
D )

is linear and bounded. Moreover, B can be continuously extended to an operator

B : L2(⇤, %) ! L2(I;W�1,p
D ).

The desired state û and the initial value u0 satisfy û 2 L1(I;L2), and u0 2
(H�⇣,p

D ,DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr))1� 1
s

,s, respectively, and � > 0 is the regularization (or

cost) parameter.

The extension property of the control operator stated in Assumption 4 is only
needed for second order su�cient conditions. Therein, we require the linearized
equation to be solvable for right-hand sides in L2(I;W�1,p

D ). In order to ease read-
ability, we denote the maximal restriction of �r ·µr, A(u) and B, respectively, to
any of the spaces occurring in this article by the same symbol.

Before continuing the analysis, let us state typical situations covered by the
general setting of Problem (1.1)

Example 2.4 (Neumann boundary control; d = 2). Given qa, qb 2 L1(I ⇥ �N )
define the control space and set of admissible controls as

Q = L1(I ⇥ �N ), Qad = {q 2 Q | qa  q  qb a.e. in I ⇥ �N}.
According to [38, Theorem 6.9] the adjoint of the trace operator Tr⇤ is continuous
from L2(�N ) to H�✓,2

D for ✓ 2 (1/2, 1). If the embedding E : H�✓,2
D ! W�1,p

D with
p from Assumption 3 is continuous, then B = E � Tr⇤ satisfies Assumption 4. The

embedding theorem yields W 1,p0

D ,! H✓,2
D if

1� d

p0
� ✓ � d

2
, or, equivalently, 1� d

2
+

d

p
� ✓.

For d = 2, we require 2/p � ✓. As p does in general not exceed 4 (see Remark 2.3),
there is ✓ 2 (1/2, 2/p) such that B is continuous from L2(I ⇥ �N ) to L2(I;W�1,p

D ).
Note that for d = 3, we have to require 3/p � 1/2 � ✓ and ✓ > 1/2, but

3/p � 1/2 < 1/2. This motivates the analysis of purely time dependent controls
which are also interesting in practice, since distributed controls are usually di�cult
to implement; see [19] and references therein for applications.

Example 2.5 (Purely time dependent controls; d = 2, 3). Let e1, . . . , em 2 H�⇣,p
D

for ⇣ as in Assumption 4 be given, define the control operator as

B : L1(I;Rm) ! Ls(I;H�⇣,p
D ), (Bq)(t) =

m
X

i=1

qi(t)ei.
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The control space and the space of admissible controls, respectively, are given by

Q = L1(I;Rm), Qad = {q 2 Q | qa  q  qb a.e. in I},
where qa, qb 2 L1(0, T ;Rm). The inequality above is understood componentwise.
We note that Assumption 4 is satisfied due to the continuous embedding H�⇣,p

D ,!
W�1,p

D . The measure space (⇤, %) is defined via the product of the Lebesgue measure
on I with the counting measure on {1, . . . ,m}.
Example 2.6 (Distributed control; d = 2, 3). Let ! ✓ ⌦ and define the control
space and the set of admissible controls by

Q = L1(I ⇥ !), Qad = {q 2 Q | qa  q  qb a.e. in I ⇥ ⌦},
for fixed qa, qb 2 L1(I ⇥ !). The control operator B is defined as the embedding
and extension operator from L1(I ⇥!) into Ls(I;H�⇣,p

D ). The Sobolev embedding
yields L2 ,! W�1,p

D , if p  6. Take ⇤ = I ⇥ !, and (⇤, %) is the measure space
equipped with the Lebesgue measure.

3. The quasilinear parabolic state equation

We start with the discussion of existence and regularity for the state equa-
tion (1.1b). First we introduce the concept of maximal parabolic regularity for
nonautonomous operators from [24, Definition 2.1]. Note that if the operator is
time-independent, then the definition coincides with the usual notion of maximal
parabolic regularity for autonomous equations; cf. [7, Section III.1.5].

Definition 3.1. Let X,Y be Banach spaces such that Y ,!d X, and [0, T ] 3 t 7!
A(t) 2 L(Y,X) be a bounded and measurable map. Moreover, s 2 (1,1) and A(t)
is a closed operator in X for each t 2 [0, T ]. Then A is said to satisfy maximal
parabolic regularity on X, if for every f 2 Ls(I;X) and w0 2 (X,Y )1�1/s,s there
exists a unique solution w 2 W 1,s(I;X) \ Ls(I;Y ) satisfying

@tw +Aw = f , w(0) = w0,

where the time derivative is taken in the sense of X-valued distributions on I; see
Chapter III.1 in [7].

Proposition 3.2 ([4, Theorem 3], cf. also [22, Lemma 3.4]). Let X,Y be Banach
spaces such that Y ,! X and s 2 (1,1). If ⌧ 2 (1� 1

s , 1), then

W 1,s(I;X) \ Ls(I;Y ) ,! Lr(I; (X,Y )⌧,1), 1 < r <
s

1� (1� ⌧)s
.(3.1)

If ⌧ 2 (0, 1� 1
s ), then

W 1,s(I;X) \ Ls(I;Y ) ,! C↵(I; (X,Y )⌧,1), 0  ↵ < 1� 1

s
� ⌧ .(3.2)

If in addition Y ,!c X, then the embeddings above are compact as well.

3.1. Maximal parabolic regularity on Ls((0, T );W�1,p
D ). This subsection is de-

voted to maximal parabolic regularity of the nonautonomous operator A(u) on
Ls(I;W�1,p

D ). To this end, we first consider the time-independent operator �r ·µr
for an arbitrary coe�cient function µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•).
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Proposition 3.3. Let µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•) with 0 < µ• < µ•. The operator �r · µr

exhibits maximal parabolic regularity on W�1,p
D . If 1 < s  2p

p�d , then

(3.3) W 1,s(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Ls(I;W 1,p

D ) ,!c L
r(I;C), 1 < r <

2ps

ds� p(s� 2)
,

for  = (r) > 0 su�ciently small and 1
0
:=1. Otherwise, if 2p

p�d < s < 1, then

(3.4) W 1,s(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Ls(I;W 1,p

D ) ,!c C
↵(I;C),

with ↵ = 1
2 � d

2p � 1
s � 

2 and  > 0 su�ciently small.

Proof. We apply [22, Theorem 4.6]. Note that all regularity requirements of [22] are
fulfilled, see Propositions A.2 and A.3, and Kato’s square root property holds due
to Theorem 4.1 (cf. also Remark 2.4 (3)) in [27]. Hence �r · µr exhibits maximal
parabolic regularity on W�1,p

D and �r · µr+ 1 is positive. Moreover, according to
Lemma 4.8 in [22], we have

(3.5) (W�1,p
D ,DW�1,p

D

(�r · µr))⌧,1 ,! C,
1

2
+

d

2p
+


2
< ⌧ < 1,

for  > 0 su�ciently small. Both embeddings (3.3) and (3.4) follow from Propo-
sition 3.2 with X = W�1,p

D and Y = W 1,p
D : For (3.3) we have to guarantee that

1� 1/s < ⌧ < 1. It holds

(3.6) s  2p

p� d
, 1� 1

s
 1

2
+

d

2p
.

Hence, taking 1/2 + d/2p < ⌧ yields 1� 1/s < ⌧ . If inequality (3.6) is strict, then
we estimate the upper bound for r in (3.1) as

r <
s

1� (1� ⌧)s
<

s

1� ( 12 � d
2p )s

=
2ps

ds� p(s� 2)
.

Otherwise, if equality holds in (3.6), we may choose ⌧ arbitrarily close to 1�1/s. In
both cases, embedding (3.3) follows from (3.1) and (3.5) with  su�ciently small.

Concerning the second embedding, we have to ensure that 0 < ⌧ < 1� 1/s. The
condition s > 2p/(p � d) is equivalent to 1/2 + d/2p < 1 � 1/s. Hence, there is
 > 0 su�ciently small such that

(3.7)
1

2
+

d

2p
+


2
< 1� 1

s
.

Taking ⌧ between both values in (3.7), both (3.5) and 0 < ⌧ < 1� 1/s are satisfied,
and we conclude embedding (3.4).

It remains to prove compactness of W 1,p
D ,!c W�1,p

D . Due to Lemma 3.2 and
Remark 3.3 (i) in [11], there is a continuous extension operator mapping W 1,p

D (⌦)
intoW 1,p(B), where B ⇢ Rd is an open ball containing ⌦. Employing Theorem 2.8.1
in [61], we see that W 1,p(B) ,!c Lp(B). By means of the restriction from Lp(B)
into Lp(⌦), we obtain W 1,p

D ,!c W
�1,p
D . ⇤

Lemma 3.4. Let s 2 (1,1) and u 2 C(I ⇥ ⌦) be given. The operator �r ·⇠(u)µr
exhibits maximal parabolic regularity on Ls(I;W�1,p

D ).

Proof. According to Proposition 3.3 the operator �r · ⇠(u(t))µr has maximal par-
abolic regularity on W�1,p

D for every t 2 [0, T ]. Since maximal regularity is pre-
served under relative compact perturbations, see, e.g., [41, Theorem IV. 5.3 5.26],
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we may add or subtract the embedding 1: W 1,p
D ! W�1,p

D to the operator, so
�r · ⇠(u(t))µr+1 has maximal regularity. Moreover, �r · ⇠(u(t))µr+1 provides
a topological isomorphism between W 1,p

D and W�1,p
D for all t due to [23, Lemma 6.2].

In particular, the elliptic operator �r · ⇠(u(t))µr + 1 has constant domain with
respect to time. Since the mapping t 7! �r · ⇠(u(t))µr + 1 2 L(W 1,p

D ,W�1,p
D )

is continuous, maximal parabolic regularity transfers to the time-dependent oper-
ator �r · ⇠(u)µr + 1 according to [5, Theorem 7.1]. Subtracting the embedding
1: W 1,p

D ! W�1,p
D again concludes the proof. ⇤

The starting point for our following investigation is the existence result for quasi-
linear parabolic equations subject to mixed boundary conditions:

Proposition 3.5 ([48, Corollary 5.8]). Let q 2 Ls(I;W�1,p
D ), then there exists a

unique solution u 2 W 1,s(I;W 1,p
D )\Ls(I;W�1,p

D ) satisfying the state equation (1.1b).

Since any Hölder continuous function on I ⇥ ⌦ is uniformly continuous, there is
a unique uniformly continuous extension to the closure I ⇥ ⌦. Furthermore, this
extension is Hölder continuous with the same exponent. Therefore, the solution of
the state equation which exists due to Proposition 3.5 satisfies u 2 C↵([0, T ];C(⌦))
with ↵, > 0 from Proposition 3.3.

3.2. Maximal parabolic regularity on Ls((0, T );H�⇣,p
D ). Given any solution u

to the state equation, we consider the nonautonomous operatorA(u) = �r·⇠(u)µr.
To prove maximal parabolic regularity of A(u) on Ls(I;H�⇣,p

D ), we establish two
ingredients: First, we show that �r ·µr is uniformly R-sectorial with respect to µ;
see (3.12). Second, we verify that A(u) satisfies the Acquistapace-Terreni condition;
see (3.19). We consider the operators on Lp and on W�1,p

D separately and obtain

the results on H�⇣,p
D by interpolation. Note that in general we cannot show that

A(u) fulfills the Acquistapace-Terreni condition on Lp, but on the space H�⇣,p
D that

can be expressed by complex interpolation between Lp and W�1,p
D . Precisely, we

have [32, Theorem 3.1]

(3.8) H�⇣,p
D = [Lp,W�1,p

D ]⇣ .

We collect properties of the operator �r · µr on H�⇣,p
D from [38].

Proposition 3.6 (Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7 in [38]). Let ⇣ be as in Assumption 4.

(i) For each ⌧ 2 ( 1+⇣
2 , 1), there exists a continuous embedding

(3.9) (H�⇣,p
D ,DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr))⌧,1 ,! W 1,p
D .

(ii) The embedding DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr) ,! W 1,p
D holds, and the linear mapping

(3.10) W 1,p
D ! L(DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr) , H�⇣,p
D ), ⇠ 7! �r · ⇠µr,

is continuous.

Combining Proposition 3.2 and (3.9) yields the following embedding, where com-
pactness is due to DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr) ,! W 1,p
D ,!c L

p ,! H�⇣,p
D .

Corollary 3.7 ([38, Corollary 6.16]). If s > 2
1�⇣ , then there is ↵ > 0 such that

(3.11) W 1,s(I;H�⇣,p
D ) \ Ls(I;DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr)) ,!c C
↵(I;W 1,p

D ).
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Let ⌃✓ denote the open sector in the complex plane with vertex 0 and opening
angle 2✓, which is symmetric with respect to the positive real half-axis, i.e.

⌃✓ := {z 2 C \ {0} : |arg z| < ✓} .
Proposition 3.8. Let 0 < µ• < µ• and µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•). There exists ✓ 2
[⇡/4,⇡/2) such that the spectrum of �r · µr + 1 considered on Lp, W�1,p

D , and

H�⇣,p
D is contained in ⌃✓ uniformly in µ, i.e. �(�r · µr+ 1) ⇢ ⌃✓.

Proof. Due to [11, Proposition 4.6 (ii), Theorem 11.5 (ii)], the operator �r ·µr+1
admits bounded H1-calculi on Lp and W�1,p

D with H1-angle

�1�r·µr+1  arctan

✓kµkL1

µ•(µ)

◆

 arctan

✓

µ•

µ•

◆

2 [⇡/4,⇡/2),

where µ•(µ) is the coercivity constant of µ. In particular, the spectra are contained
in a sector ⌃✓. Using (3.8) this carries over to the operator considered on H�⇣,p

D . ⇤

3.2.1. Uniform R-sectoriality in Lp(⌦). We first introduce the concept of R-bound-
edness. For more details we refer to [20, Sections 3 and 4] and [45, Section I.2].

Definition 3.9. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. A family of linear operators
T ⇢ L(X,Y ) is called R-bounded, if for p 2 [1,1) there is a constant C > 0
such that for all N 2 N, Tj 2 T , 'j 2 X and for all independent, symmetric,
{�1, 1}-valued random variables "j on a probability space M the inequality

k
N
X

j=1

"jTj'jkLp(M ;Y )  Ck
N
X

j=1

"j'jkLp(M ;X)

holds. The smallest such C is called R-bound of T and denoted by R(T ).

Remark 3.10. The R-bound has the following properties.

(i) If T ⇢ L(X,Y ) is R-bounded, then it is uniformly bounded in L(X,Y ) with
bound supT2T kTkL(X,Y )  R(T ).

(ii) If T ⇢ L(X,Y ) is R-bounded for some p 2 [1,1), then it is R-bounded for
every p 2 [1,1) due to the inequality of Kahane. However, the R-bound
depends on p.

(iii) Let X,Y be Banach spaces and S, T ⇢ L(X,Y ) be R-bounded, then the set
S+T = {S+T : S 2 S, T 2 T } is R-bounded with R(S+T )  R(S)+R(T ).

(iv) Let X,Y, Z be Banach spaces. If T ⇢ L(X,Y ) and S ⇢ L(Y, Z) are both
R-bounded, then the set ST = {ST : S 2 S, T 2 T } is R-bounded and it
holds R(ST )  R(S)R(T ).

An operator A on a Banach space X is called R-sectorial of angle ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) if

(3.12) R ��

zR(z,A) : z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �

< 1.

To prove uniformR-sectoriality of �r·µr on Lp, we first consider Gaussian bounds
of the heat kernels associated with the respective semigroups. Using an argument
due to Davies, the Gaussian bound may be extended to hold on a sector ⌃✓. Since
R-boundedness is inherited by domination, we obtain R-boundedness of the semi-
group operators and, thus, R-boundedness of the resolvents employing the Laplace
transformation. This is a well-established idea originating from [63, Section 4e].
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Proposition 3.11. Let 0 < µ• < µ• and let S�r·µr+1 denote the semigroup
generated by r · µr � 1 for µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•). The operators S�r·µr+1(t) have
positive kernels Kt satisfying upper Gaussian estimates, i.e. there exist b, c > 0
such that

0  Kt(x, y)  ct�d/2e�b
|x�y|2

t , for a.a. x, y 2 ⌦,

uniformly in t > 0 and µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

Proof. This is a special case of [8, Theorem 4.4], cf. also [58, Theorem 7.5]. The
assumptions on the space W 1,2

D are verified in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [59]. The
constants in [8] are constructive and can be chosen uniformly with respect to µ due
to µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•). This yields the Gaussian bound

0  Kt(x, y)  ct�d/2e�b
|x�y|2

t e!t, for a.a. x, y 2 ⌦,

for some constants b, c > 0, and ! 2 R. Since we consider the operator �r ·µr+1
instead of �r · µr, all calculations in the proof of [8, Theorem 4.4 ] hold with ⇢2

instead of 1 + ⇢2 and the estimate above is valid with ! = 0. ⇤

Proposition 3.12 ([25, Proposition 3.3]). Let S be a holomorphic semigroup on
L2 with holomorphy sector ⌃✓0 and uniform bound kS(z)kL2  C for all z 2 ⌃✓0 .
Suppose S satisfies Gaussian bounds as in Proposition 3.11. Then the semigroup
S is holomorphic on Lp for any p 2 [1,1] with holomorphy sector ⌃✓0 . Moreover,
S(z) has a kernel Kz satisfying upper Gaussian estimates. More precisely, for all
" 2 (0, 1] and ✓ 2 (0, " ✓0) there exists c > 0 such that

|Kz(x, y)|  c(<z)�d/2e�(1�")b
|x�y|2

|z| , for a.a. x, y 2 ⌦,

uniformly in z 2 ⌃✓. The constant c depends exclusively on ", C, the domain ⌦,
and the constant c of Proposition 3.11.

We remark that the doubling property and the uniformity in growth condition
required for [25, Proposition 3.3, cf. also text after proof] are satisfied since ⌦
is a d-set; see Proposition A.2 in the appendix. Furthermore, the notation for
kernel bounds used in [25] is equivalent to ours up to positive constants due to the
uniformity condition.

Lemma 3.13. Let 0 < µ• < µ•. There exist ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

(3.13) R ��

zR(z,�r · µr+ 1): z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  c,

in L(Lp) uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

Proof. Due to Proposition B.1, the semigroup S�r·µr+1 generated by r · µr� 1
on L2 is uniformly bounded. Hence, according to Proposition 3.12, the Gaussian
estimate of Proposition 3.11 associated with S�r·µr+1 can be extended to a sector
⌃✓. Clearly, each operator S�r·µr+1(z) is dominated by the Gaussian bound, i.e.

|(S�r·µr+1(z)f)(x)|  c(<z)�d/2

Z

⌦

e�b
|x�y|2

|z| |f(y)|dy,

for almost all x 2 ⌦ and all z 2 ⌃✓. Due to [25, Proposition 2.4], the latter can
be bounded by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function which defines a bounded
linear operator M on Lp; see [25, p. 97]. Thus,

R ({S�r·µr+1(z) : z 2 ⌃✓})  ckMkL(Lp)
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holds uniformly with respect to t 2 [0, T ]. From [64, Theorem 4.2] we conclude

R ��

zR(z,�r · µr+ 1): z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  2R ({S�r·µr+1(z) : z 2 ⌃✓}) ,
where the bound follows from the proof of [64, Theorem 2.10]. ⇤

Lemma 3.14. Let 0 < µ• < µ•. There exist ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

(3.14) R ��

R(z,�r · µr+ 1): z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  c,

in L(Lp) uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

Proof. Let S�r·µr+1 denote the semigroup generated by r · µr� 1. From Propo-
sition B.2 we conclude that the semigroup is exponentially stable in Lp, i.e. there
exists ! > 0 such that

kS�r·µr+1(z)kL(Lp)  e�!z, z > 0,

uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•). According to [9, Corollary 2.4], we infer

(3.15) R ({R(z,�r · µr+ 1): <z  0})  2/!.

Indeed, we may extend the R-bound (3.15) to a sector C\⌃✓ for some ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2).
Using the power series expansion for � 2 R, see f.i. [35, Proposition A.2.3], it holds

R(�ei'+i⇡/2,�r·µr+1) = R(i�,�r·µr+1)
1
X

m=0

(1�ei')m[i�R(i�,�r·µr+1)]m.

Let C denote the R-bound (3.13). Choose ✓0 2 (0,⇡/2) su�ciently small such that
|1� ei'| < (2C)�1 for |'| < ✓0. Due to (3.15) for any ' 2 [�✓0, ✓0] we have

R({R(�ei'+i⇡/2,�r · µr+ 1): � 2 R})

 2

!

1
X

m=0

(2C)�mR({i�R(i�,�r · µr+ 1): � 2 R})m  2

!

1
X

m=0

2�m  4

!
,

where we have used Remark 3.10. Lemma 2.7 (cf. also Example 2.9) in [64] shows

R ��

R(z,�r · µr+ 1): z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  2R({R(�ei'+i⇡/2,�r · µr+ 1): � 2 R}),
hence (3.14) holds with c = 8/! and ✓ = ⇡/2� ✓0. ⇤

Clearly, from the estimates (3.13) and (3.14) and using Remark 3.10, we infer
the resolvent estimate

(3.16) kR(z,�r · µr+ 1)kL(Lp) 
c

1 + |z| , z 2 C \ ⌃✓,

uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

3.2.2. Uniform R-sectoriality in W�1,p
D (⌦). We next establish uniformR-sectoriali-

ty on W�1,p
D . Since (�r ·µr+1)1/2 provides an isomorphism from Lp onto W�1,p

D

and commutes with the resolvent of �r · µr+ 1, the result on W�1,p
D follows from

the result on Lp, as the square root operators are uniformly bounded.

Proposition 3.15 ([11, Theorem 5.1]; for the uniformity [26]). Let 0 < µ• <
µ• and µ 2 Md(µ•, µ

•) and p 2 [2,1). The operator (�r · µr + 1)1/2 is an

isomorphism from Lp onto W�1,p
D . Moreover, the operator norms of (�r·µr+1)1/2

and (�r · µr+ 1)�1/2 are uniformly bounded with respect to µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).
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We emphasize that the regularity requirements of [11] are considerably weaker
than Gröger regular; see Propositions A.2 and A.3 in the appendix and for Kato’s
square root property [27, Theorem 4.1, Remark 2.4 (3)]. The following lemma
is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.15 and the corresponding results (3.13)
and (3.16) on Lp.

Lemma 3.16. Let 0 < µ• < µ•. There exist ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

(3.17) R ��

zR(z,�r · µr+ 1): z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  c,

in L(W�1,p
D ) and

(3.18) kR(z,�r · µr+ 1)kL(W�1,p
D

) 
c

1 + |z| , z 2 C \ ⌃✓,

uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

3.2.3. Acquistapace-Terreni condition. As the next step towards our regularity re-
sult Theorem 3.20 we verify the so-called Acquistapace-Terreni (AT) condition. A
family of operators {A(t) : t 2 [0, T ] } on a Banach space X satisfies the (AT) con-
dition if there are constants 0  � < ↵ < 1, ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

(3.19) kA(t)R(z,A(t))[A(t)�1 �A(s)�1]kL(X)  c|t� s|↵|z|��1

for all t, s 2 [0, T ] and z 2 C \ ⌃✓. We verify this condition for X = H�⇣,p
D . To

this end, we first consider the di↵erential operators on Lp, and thereafter on W�1,p
D .

Recall that given any control q 2 Ls(I;H�⇣,p
D ) ,! Ls(I;W�1,p

D ), there is a unique
solution u 2 W 1,s(I;W 1,p

D ) \ Ls(I;W�1,p
D ) to the state equation (1.1b). We set

A(t) :=A(u(t)) = �r · ⇠(u(t))µr.

Proposition 3.17. For �̂ 2 (0, 1/2), there are ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

k(A(t) + 1)R(z,A(t) + 1)[(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1]kL(Lp)  c|t� s|↵|z|��̂
,

for all z 2 C \ ⌃✓ and s, t 2 [0, T ].

Proof. Unlike on W�1,p
D , the domains of the elliptic operators on Lp may depend

on t 2 [0, T ]. However, some intermediate spaces between Lp and its domains are
constant. According to [22, Lemma 4.7] and Assumption 3, for �̂ 2 (0, 1/2) it holds

(3.20) (Lp,DLp (A(t)))�̂,1 = (W�1,p
D ,W 1,p

D )�̂+1/2,1,

i.e. the real interpolation space (Lq,DLp (A(t) + 1))�̂,1 is constant with respect to
time. Moreover, the resolvent identity yields

(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1 = (A(t) + 1)�1 [A(s)�A(t)] (A(s) + 1)�1.

Thus, Hölder continuity of t 7! A(t) + 1 2 L(W 1,p
D ,W�1,p

D ) and the continuous
injections Lp ,! W�1,p

D as well as W 1,p
D ,! (W�1,p

D ,W 1,p
D )�̂+1/2,1 imply

(3.21) k(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1kL(Lp,(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)
�̂+1/2,1)

 ck(A(t) + 1)�1kL(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)|t� s|↵k(A(s) + 1)�1kL(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)

 c|t� s|↵.
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In the last step we have used that smoothness of the inversion mapping and con-
tinuity of t 7! A(t) + 1 2 L(W 1,p

D ,W�1,p
D ) yield a constant c > 0 independent of s

such that it holds

(3.22) k(A(s) + 1)�1kL(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)  c 8s 2 [0, T ].

Since the operators are uniformly sectorial, see Proposition 3.8 and Lemma 3.16, we
use Proposition C.2 characterizing the real interpolation space (Lp,DLp (A(t)))�̂,1
with uniform equivalence of norms. Thus, (3.20) and (3.21) imply

k(A(t) + 1)R(z,A(t) + 1)[(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1]'kLp

 c|z|��̂k[(A(t)+1)�1�(A(s)+1)�1]'k(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)
�̂+1/2,1

 c|t�s|↵|z|��̂k'kLp

,

for all ' 2 Lp, z 2 C \ ⌃✓ and s, t 2 [0, T ]; cf. also Hypothesis 7.3 in [2]. ⇤
Proposition 3.18. There exist ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2) and c > 0 such that

k(A(t) + 1)R(z,A(t) + 1)[(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1]kL(W�1,p
D

)  c|t� s|↵|z|�1
,

for all z 2 C \ ⌃✓ and s, t 2 [0, T ].

Proof. Since the operator A(t) is an isomorphism from W 1,p
D onto W�1,p

D , in partic-
ular A(t) has constant domain with respect to t. The resolvent identity yields

(3.23) (A(t) + 1)R(z,A(t) + 1)[(A(t) + 1)�1 � (A(s) + 1)�1]

= R(z,A(t) + 1)[A(t)�A(s)](A(s) + 1)�1.

Using Hölder continuity of u and Lipschitz continuity of ⇠, we have

(3.24) kA(t)�A(s)kL(W 1,p
D

;W�1,p
D

)  k⇠(u(t))µ� ⇠(u(s))µkL1(⌦)  c|t� s|↵.
Taking the L(W�1,p

D ) norm in (3.23) and employing (3.22), (3.24) and the resolvent
estimate (3.18), we obtain the assertion. ⇤
3.2.4. Maximal parabolic regularity. We now prove the main result of this section
by employing Lemma D.1. Since this requires UMD spaces we need

Proposition 3.19. The space H�⇣,p
D is an UMD space [7, Section III.4.4].

Proof. Lp is an UMD space for all p 2 (1,1); see, e.g., [45, Section 3.14]. Whence
the result follows from [7, Theorem III.4.5.2]. ⇤
Theorem 3.20. Let s 2 (1,1). The nonautonomous operator A(u) has maximal

parabolic regularity on Ls(I;H�⇣,p
D ). Furthermore, consider ⌅ ⇢ C(R) such that

(i) For all ⇠ 2 ⌅ it holds ⇠•  ⇠  ⇠•, and
(ii) ⌅ is equi-Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets, i.e. for all K > 0 there is a

constant CK > 0 such that

|⇠(x)� ⇠(y)|  CK |x� y| 8 |x|, |y| < K, 8 ⇠ 2 ⌅.

The norm of the solution operator

(@t �r · ⇠(u)µr, �0)
�1

from Ls(I;H�⇣,p
D )⇥ (H�⇣,p

D , D)1�1/s,s into W 1,s(I;H�⇣,p
D ) \ Ls(I;D) is uniformly

bounded with respect to ⇠ 2 ⌅ and u 2 S(Qad), where S(Qad) denotes the set of solu-
tions to the state equation (1.1b) with control q 2 Qad, and D :=DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr).
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Proof. We will verify the supposition of Lemma D.1.
Step 1. We use complex interpolation to combine the results on W�1,p

D and on Lp

that we obtained in the preceding subsections. From Lemma 3.13 and Lemma 3.16,
we immediately infer uniform resolvent estimates and uniform R-sectoriality with
respect to u. Concerning the (AT) condition, we conclude from Propositions 3.17
and 3.18 that for all �̂ 2 (0, 1/2) there is c > 0 such that

k(A(t)+1)R(z,A(t)+1)[(A(t)+1)�1�(A(s)+1)�1]kL(H�⇣,p

D

)  c|t�s|↵|z|�⇣�(1�⇣)�̂

and set � = 1�⇣� (1�⇣)�̂ = (1�⇣)(1� �̂). We have to find �̂ 2 (0, 1/2) such that
0  � < ↵. Clearly, � > 0. Moreover, � < ↵ if and only if (1� ⇣�↵)(1� ⇣)�1 < �̂.
Moreover, (1� ⇣ � ↵)(1� ⇣)�1 < 1/2 if and only if

(3.25) ⇣ > 1� 2↵ =
d

p
+

2

s
+ ,

where the latter equality is due to ↵ = 1/2� d/2p� 1/s� /2. Condition (3.25) is
satisfied for some  > 0 su�ciently small, due to s > 2(⇣�d/p)�1; see Assumption 4.
Thus, there is �̂ 2 (0, 1/2) such that � < ↵ and condition (3.19) is satisfied onH�⇣,p

D .

Further, due to (3.13) and (3.17) the operators A(t) + 1 are R-sectorial on H�⇣,p
D .

Step 2. It remains to argue uniformity of the (AT) condition. Suppose for the
moment that u0 = 0. According to [48, Theorem 2.13 ii)], there is ↵ > 0 such that
the mappings

(@t +A(u), �0)
�1 : Ls(I;W�1,p

D )⇥ { 0 } ! C↵(I ⇥ ⌦)

are equicontinuous for all u 2 C(I ⇥ ⌦), due to the lower and upper bound on ⇠

and µ; see Assumption 2. Whence, (@t +A(u), �0)
�1 (BQad, 0) is contained in a

compact subset of C(I ⇥ ⌦), because of boundedness of Qad.
If u0 6= 0, we set v1(t) = S�r·µr(t)u0 and find v1 2 W 1,s(I;W 1,p

D )\Ls(I;W�1,p
D );

see, e.g., [7, Proposition III.4.10.3]. Thus, it holds

(@t +A(u), �0)
�1 (Bq, u0) = v1 + v2

for any q 2 Qad, where v2 solves

(@t +A(u)) v2 = Bq � (@t +A(u)) v1, v2(0) = 0.

Now we are in the situation with homogeneous initial conditions as before, and since

k(@t +A(u)) v1kLs(I;W�1,p
D

)  cku0k(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)1�1/s,s

with uniform constant, we find that v2 is contained in a compact subset of C(I ⇥ ⌦).
Employing embedding (3.4) we in summary infer that (@t +A(u), �0)

�1 (BQad, u0)
is a compact subset of C(I ⇥ ⌦). Furthermore, u 7! (@t +A(u), �0)

�1 is continuous
from C(I ⇥ ⌦) into

L(Ls(I;W�1,p
D )⇥ (W�1,p

D ,W 1,p
D )1�1/s,s;W

1,s(I;W 1,p
D ) \ Ls(I;W�1,p

D )).

Hence, even the operators (@t +A(u), �0)
�1 mapping from

Ls(I;W�1,p
D )⇥ (W�1,p

D ,W 1,p
D )1�1/s,s to W 1,s(I;W 1,p

D ) \ Ls(I;W�1,p
D )

are uniformly bounded with respect to u. For this reason and using again bound-
edness of Qad with the embedding (3.4), we obtain that u is uniformly bounded in
C↵(I;C(⌦)), where ↵ is as in (3.4). With the resolvent estimates (3.16) and (3.18),
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we see that the (AT) conditions in Proposition 3.17 and Proposition 3.18 are uniform
with respect to u.

Step 3. Finally, Lemma D.1 guarantees maximal parabolic regularity of A(·) on
Ls(I;H�⇣,p

D ), since H�⇣,p
D is an UMD space; see Proposition 3.19. Indeed, according

to [21, Corollary 2.3] we have

u(t) 2 (H�⇣,p
D ,DH�⇣,p

D

(A(t)))1�1/s,s 8t 2 [0, T ].

Hence, for ⌧ 2 ( 1+⇣
2 , 1� 1

s ), we find

(H�⇣,p
D ,DH�⇣,p

D

(A(t)))1�1/s,s ,! (H�⇣,p
D ,DH�⇣,p

D

(A(t)))⌧,1 ⇢ W 1,p
D ;

see [61, Theorem 1.3.3 (e)] and (3.9). Therefore, (3.10) implies that

DH�⇣,p

D

(A(t)) = DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr) = D,

i.e. the operators A(t) have constant domain with respect to time. ⇤

4. Optimal control problem

After the detailed discussion of the state equation we now return to the optimal
control problem. By means of Theorem 3.20 it is justified to introduce the control-
to-state mapping

S : Q ! W 1,s(I;H�⇣,p
D ) \ Ls(I;DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr)), S(q) = u,

where u denotes the solution of (1.1b) for any control q 2 Q = L1(⇤, %). Recall
that p 2 (d, 4) from Assumption 3 is close to the spatial dimension d and the
numbers ⇣ and s are chosen according to Assumption 4 with ⇣ very close to 1 and
s > 2

⇣�d/p ,
2

1�⇣ approaching +1.
The control-to-state mapping S leads to the reduced objective function

j : Q ! R+
0 , q 7! J(q, S(q)).

Here and in the following we omit trivial embedding operators to improve readabil-
ity. Then, the optimal control problem (1.1) is equivalent to

Minimize j(q) subject to q 2 Qad.(P )

Since the set of admissible controls Qad is not empty due to Assumption 4, we
obtain by standard arguments, see, e.g., [62], the following existence result for opti-
mal controls. In particular, we use compactness of the embedding W 1,s(I;W�1,p

D )\
Ls(I;W 1,p

D ) ,!c C
↵(I;C) and continuity of the mapping u 7! A(u) from C(I ⇥ ⌦)

to L(W 1,p
D ,W�1,p

D ); see also [48, Section 6].

Lemma 4.1. The optimal control problem (P ) admits at least one globally optimal
control q̄ 2 Qad with associated optimal state ū = S(q̄).

We point out that the reduced objective function is not necessarily convex due
to the nonlinear state equation and introduce the notation of local solutions.

Definition 4.2. A control q̄ 2 Qad is called a local solution of (P ) in the sense of
L2(⇤, %) if there exists a constant " > 0 such that the inequality

j(q) � j(q̄)

is satisfied for all q 2 Qad with kq̄ � qkL2(⇤,%)  ".
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4.1. Di↵erentiability of the control-to-state mapping. We first prove di↵er-
entiability of the control-to-state mapping S and thereafter derive first and second
order optimality conditions. To ease readability, we introduce the following notation

A0(u)v :=�r · ⇠0(u)vµru,

A00(u)[v1, v2] :=�r · [⇠0(u)(v1µrv2 + v2µrv1) + ⇠00(u)v1v2µru] ,

for v, v1, v2 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) and r 2 (1,1).

Proposition 4.3. Let u 2 W 1,s(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Ls(I;W 1,p

D ). For any r 2 (1,1) the

mapping v 7! A0(u)v is linear and completely continuous from W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \

Lr(I;W 1,p
D ) into Lr(I;W�1,p

D ). Moreover, A00(u)[·, ·] is linear and completely con-

tinuous in each component from W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) into Lr(I;W�1,p
D )

for r > 2p/(p� d).

Proof. We consider

(4.1) hA0(u)v,'i =
Z

I

Z

⌦

⇠0(u)vµru ·r', ' 2 Lr0(I;W 1,p0

D ).

If r > 2p/(p� d), then it holds the embedding v 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D )\Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) ,!
L1(I;L1), see (3.4), and (4.1) is bounded by the norm of v. Otherwise, if r 
2p/(p � d), then we have to require v 2 Lr1(I;L1) with r1 = rs

s�r and 1 < r < s.

It holds v 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) ,! Lr1(I;L1) provided that

r1 =
rs

s� r
<

2pr

dr � p(r � 2)
,

see (3.3), which is equivalent to s > 2p
p�d . Due to Assumption 4 we have

s >
2

1� ⇣
>

2

1� d/p
=

2p

p� d
� r.

Hence, the embedding (3.3) is valid, proving continuity in case r  2p/(p�d). Since
the embeddings (3.3) and (3.4) are compact, we even have complete continuity.

By similar arguments we observe that A00(u)[·, ·] is continuous in each component
from L1(I;L1)\Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) into Lr(I;W�1,p
D ). Thus, we have to require r > 2p

p�d

to employ embedding (3.4) and obtain continuity from W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D )\Lr(I;W 1,p

D )
to Lr(I;W�1,p

D ). ⇤
Proposition 4.4. Let r 2 (1,1) and u = S(q) be the state associated with a control

q 2 Qad. For each right-hand side f 2 Lr(I;W�1,p
D ) there exists a unique solution

v 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) to the equation

(4.2) @tv +A(u)v +A0(u)v = f , v(0) = 0.

Moreover, if fn * f in L2(I;W�1,p
D ), then vn ! v in Lr1(I;C) for r1 2 (1, 2p/d),

where vn denotes the corresponding solution to (4.2) with right-hand side fn.

Proof. According to Lemma 3.4 the linear mapping

@t +A(u) : W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) \ {'(0) = 0} ! Lr(I;W�1,p
D )

provides a topological isomorphism for all r 2 (1,1) and, in particular, @t + A(u)
defines a Fredholm operator of index 0. We will prove that A0(u) is relatively
compact with respect to @t + A(u) to apply a perturbation result. To this end,
let (vn)n be a sequence that is bounded in W 1,r(I;W�1,p

D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p
D ). Due
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to complete continuity of A0(u), the sequence A0(u)vn converges in Lr(I;W�1,p
D ).

Thus, A0(u) is relatively compact and, using the perturbation result [41, Theo-
rem IV. 5.3 5.26], we infer that @t +A(u) +A0(u) is a Fredholm operator of index
0. Hence, @t + A(u) + A0(u) is a topological isomorphism, which proves the first
statement. The second assertion is again a consequence of the compact injection
W 1,2(I;W�1,p

D ) \ L2(I;W 1,p
D ) ,! Lr1(I;C); see embedding (3.3). ⇤

Lemma 4.5. The control-to-state mapping S is twice continuously Fréchet-di↵eren-
tiable from L1(⇤, %) to W 1,s(I;W�1,p

D )\Ls(I;W 1,p
D ), for s > 2p/(p�d). Moreover,

v = S0(q)�q is the unique solution of the linearized state equation

@tv +A(u)v +A0(u)v = B�q, v(0) = 0,

with u = S(q), and w = S00(q)(�q1, �q2) is the unique solution of

@tw +A(u)w +A0(u)w = A00(u)[v1, v2], w(0) = 0,

where vi = S0(q)�qi, i 2 {1, 2}, and u = S(q). Furthermore, S0(q) can be uniquely

extended to a continuous mapping from L2(⇤, %) to W 1,2(I;W�1,p
D ) \ L2(I;W 1,p

D ).

Proof. This follows from the implicit function theorem and Proposition 4.4. ⇤
4.2. First order optimality conditions.

Lemma 4.6. Let r 2 (1,1) and u = S(q) be the state corresponding to a control

q 2 L1(⇤, %). There is a unique adjoint state z = z(q) 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) such that

(4.3) j0(q)(�q) = (�q +B⇤z, �q)L2(⇤,%), �q 2 L2(⇤, %).

Furthermore, z has the improved regularity z 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p0

D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) and

�@tz +A(u)⇤z +A0(u)⇤z = u� û, z(T ) = 0.

As usual, B⇤ is the adjoint operator of B, i.e. B⇤ : L2(I;W 1,p0

D ) ! L2(⇤, %).

Proof. According to Lemma 4.5, the control-to-state mapping S is continuously
Fréchet-di↵erentiable and the chain rule yields

j0(q)(�q) = (S(q)� û, S0(q)�q)L2(I⇥⌦) + �(q, �q)L2(⇤,%)

= (S0(q)⇤(S(q)� û), �q)L2(I⇥⌦) + �(q, �q)L2(⇤,%).(4.4)

To find an expression for j0, we have to make sense of S0(q)⇤. First, we observe
S0(q)�q = (@t +A(u) +A0(u), �0)

�1 (B�q, 0), where �0 denotes the trace mapping.
According to Proposition 4.4 the linear mapping

(@t +A(u) +A0(u), �0) : W
1,r0(I;W�1,p

D ) \ Lr0(I;W 1,p
D ) ! Lr0(I;W�1,p

D )⇥ {0}
provides a topological isomorphism for all r0 2 (1,1), i.e. A(u) + A0(u) satisfies
maximal parabolic regularity on Lr(I;W�1,p

D ); see [5, Proposition 3.1]. Clearly,
(4.5)

(@t +A(u) +A0(u), �0)
⇤
: Lr(I;W 1,p0

D )⇥ {0} !
⇣

W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr0(I;W 1,p

D )
⌘⇤

is a topological isomorphism as well. Since W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr0(I;W 1,p

D ) is dense

both in W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ) and Lr0(I;W 1,p

D ), and these spaces continuously embed into

Lr0(I;W�1,p
D ), we have [31, Satz 1.5.13]

⇣

W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr0(I;W 1,p

D )
⌘⇤

= (W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ))⇤ + Lr(I;W�1,p0

D ).
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Because of W 1,p
D ,! L2 ,! W�1,p0

D , we may identify u � û with an element in

Lr(I;W�1,p0

D ). Furthermore, we identify the adjoint of the trace mapping

�T : C([0, T ]; (W�1,p
D ,W 1,p

D )1�1/r0,r0) ! (W�1,p
D ,W 1,p

D )1�1/r0,r0

by the Dirac measure �T in T , i.e.

�T ⌦ zT 2 M
⇣

I; (W�1,p0

D ,W 1,p0

D )1�1/r,r

⌘

for any zT 2 (W�1,p0

D ,W 1,p0

D )1�1/r,r, and in particular for zT = 0. Using the embed-

ding W 1,r0(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr0(I;W 1,p

D ) ,! C([0, T ]; (W�1,p
D ,W 1,p

D )1�1/r,r), we observe

u� û+ �T ⌦ 0 2
⇣

W 1,r(I;W�1,p0

D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p0

D )
⌘⇤

.

The initial condition is implicitly contained in
⇣

W 1,r(I;W�1,p0

D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p0

D )
⌘⇤

.

The isomorphism (4.5) yields the existence of z 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) satisfying

Z T

0

h(@t +A(u) +A0(u))
⇤
z,'i =

Z T

0

hu� û+ �T ⌦ zT ,'i+ h0,'(0)i(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

)

=

Z T

0

hu� û,'i � hzT ,'(T )i(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

) =

Z T

0

hu� û,'i

for all ' 2 D([0, T );W�1,p
D ). As D([0, T );W�1,p

D ) ,!d W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D )\Lr(I;W 1,p

D )

we verified that z 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) is the weak Lr(W 1,p0

D ) solution; cf. [6, Section 6].

In summary, since z 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ), the expression B⇤z is well-defined and iden-
tity (4.4) with

B⇤z = B⇤ (@t +A(u) +A0(u), �0)
�⇤

(u� û+ �T ⌦ 0) = S0(q)⇤(S(q)� û),

proves (4.3). It remains to show the improved regularity of the adjoint state. Since
ru 2 C([0, T ];Lp), the mapping t 7! A(u(T � t))⇤ + A0(u(T � t))⇤ is continuous

from [0, T ] into L(W 1,p0

D ,W�1,p0

D ). Furthermore, similar as in Proposition 4.4, we
find that for each fixed t 2 [0, T ] the operator A(u(t)) + A0(u(t)) has maximal
parabolic regularity on W�1,p

D . Whence, A(u(t))⇤ + A0(u(t))⇤ satisfies maximal

parabolic regularity on W�1,p0

D for each t 2 [0, T ]. Employing [5, Theorem 7.1] we
find that the nonautonomous operator A(u)• +A0(u)• exhibits maximal parabolic

regularity on Ls0(I;W�1,p0

D ). Here we use the notation A(u)• = (t 7! A(u(T � t))⇤).
[6, Proposition 6.1] yields the improved regularity of z.

For the terminal value, let ' 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ) with '(0) = 0.
Using integration by parts [6, Proposition 5.1], we obtain

0 =

Z T

0

hz, @t'i �
Z T

0

h@⇤t z,'i =
Z T

0

hz, @t'i �
Z T

0

h�@tz,'i
= hz(T ),'(T )i(W�1,p

D

,W 1,p
D

) � hz(0),'(0)i(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

) = hz(T ),'(T )i(W�1,p
D

,W 1,p
D

).

Since the trace mapping is surjective, we conclude z(T ) = 0. ⇤

Lemma 4.7. Let q̄ 2 Qad be a local solution of (P ). Then it holds

(4.6) j0(q̄)(p� q̄) � 0, 8p 2 Qad.
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We refer to, e.g., Lemma 2.21 in [62], for a proof of the variational inequal-
ity. Employing the adjoint state z associated with q̄ of Lemma 4.6 the first order
necessary condition (4.6) can be expressed as

(�q̄ +B⇤z, p� q̄)L2(⇤,%) � 0 8p 2 Qad.

Using the pointwise projection PQ
ad

on the admissible set Qad, defined by

PQ
ad

: L2(⇤, %) ! Qad, PQ
ad

(r)(t, x) = max {qa,min {qb, r(t, x)}} ,
then as in, e.g., Theorem 3.20 of [62], the optimality condition simplifies further to

q̄ = PQ
ad

✓

� 1

�
B⇤z(q̄)

◆

.

For the discussion of second order optimality conditions, we will need the following
continuity result concerning the linearized and adjoint state.

Proposition 4.8. Let qn ! q in Ls(⇤, %). Then the corresponding sequence of
solution operators to the linearized equation converges in the operator norm, i.e.
S0(qn) ! S0(q) in L(L2(I;W�1,p

D );W 1,2(I;W�1,p
D ) \ L2(I;W 1,p

D )). Furthermore,

the associated adjoint states satisfy zn ! z in Lr0(I;W 1,p0

D ) for any r0 2 (1,1).

Proof. Set S(qn) = un. Clearly, continuity of the control-to-state mapping implies
un ! u in W 1,s(I;W�1,p

D )\Ls(I;W 1,p
D ). According to Proposition 4.4 the mapping

@t +A(un) +A0(un) : W
1,r(I;W�1,p

D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p
D ) \ {'(0) = 0} ! Lr(I;W�1,p

D )

is a topological isomorphism for each un. Whence, due to smoothness of the inver-
sion mapping, for the first assertion it su�ces to show

(4.7) A(un) +A0(un) ! A(u) +A0(u)

in L(W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ), Lr(I;W�1,p
D )) with r = 2. Let r  2p/(p � d)

and take v 2 W 1,r(I;W�1,p
D ) \ Lr(I;W 1,p

D ). Then,

k[A(un)�A(u)]vkLr(I;W�1,p
D

)  ck⇠(un)� ⇠(u)kL1(I⇥⌦)kvkLr(I;W 1,p
D

)

 ckun � ukW 1,s(I;W�1,p
D

)\Ls(I;W 1,p
D

)kvkLr(I;W 1,p
D

),

where we have used Lipschitz continuity of ⇠ from Assumption 2. Similarly, for the
second term in (4.7) we calculate

k[A0(un)�A0(u)]vkLr(I;W�1,p
D

)  ckun � ukW 1,s(I;W�1,p
D

)\Ls(I;W 1,p
D

)kvkL rs

s�r (I;L1)
.

Hence, using embedding (3.3) for v, (4.7) is a consequence of un ! u.
The second assertion follows from the first one as zn = S0(qn)⇤(un � û) for

r0 � 2p/(p+ d), hence for any r0 2 (1,1). ⇤
4.3. Second order optimality conditions. We now discuss second order neces-
sary and thereafter su�cient optimality conditions using a cone of critical directions.
The analysis substantially relies on the following expression for the second deriva-
tive of the reduced objective functional employing again the adjoint state from the
preceding subsection.

Proposition 4.9. Let q 2 Q. For all ⌘i 2 L2(⇤, %) we have

(4.8) j00(q)[⌘1, ⌘2] = �(⌘1, ⌘2)L2(⇤,%)

+

Z

I

Z

⌦

v1v2 �rz(q) · [⇠0(u)(v1µrv2 + v2µrv1) + ⇠00(u)v1v2µru],
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where u = S(q), vi = S0(q)⌘i, i = 1, 2, and z(q) denotes the adjoint state associated
with the state u = S(q). The mapping ⌘ 7! j00(q)⌘2 is continuous and weakly
lower semicontinuous on L2(⇤, %). Moreover, if qn ! q in Ls(⇤, %) and ⌘n * ⌘ in
L2(⇤, %), then j00(qn)⌘2n � j00(q)⌘2n ! 0 as n ! 1.

Proof. Let r > 2p/(p� d). We introduce the Lagrange function as

(4.9) L(q, u, z) = J(u, q)�
Z

I

h@tu+A(u), zi.

Since for u = S(q) it holds j(q) = L(u, q, z) for all z 2 Lr0(I;W 1,p0

D ), di↵erentiating
in (4.9) twice with respect to q in direction ⌘i 2 Lr(⇤, %), and using Lemma 4.5
yields

j00(q)[⌘1, ⌘2] = �(⌘1, ⌘2)L2(⇤,%) +

Z

I

hv1, v2i+ hu� û, wi
� h@tw +A(u)w +A0(u)w, zi+ hA00(u)[v1, v2], zi,

where vi = S0(q)⌘i and w = S00(q)[⌘1, ⌘2]. Defining z to be the adjoint state as in
Lemma 4.6, all terms involving w vanish and we obtain (4.8) for ⌘i 2 Lr(⇤, %).

We would like to extend j00 to L2(⇤, %), i.e. we have to argue that the expression
in (4.8) is well-defined for ⌘i 2 L2(⇤, %). The only critical terms are those involv-
ing the adjoint state. According to Lemma 3.4 we have u 2 Ls(I;W 1,p

D ) with s

from Assumption 4. Moreover, z 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) holds for any r 2 (1,1) due to
Lemma 4.6.

For rz · ⇠0(u)v1µrv2 to be bounded, we have to require v1 2 Lr1(I;L1) with
r1 = 2r/(r�2). Similarly, for rz · ⇠0(u)v1v2µru to be bounded, we have to require
v1, v2 2 Lr2(I;L1) with r2 = 2/(1 � 1/s � 1/r). Since 1 � 1/s > 1/2 + d/2p, see
Assumption 4, we infer r2 < 2/(1� 1/s� 1/r).

Using the embedding (3.3), we deduce v1, v2 2 Lr̃(I;L1) with r̃ < 2p/d. Thus,
we need r1 < 2p/d and 2/(1� 1/s� 1/r) < 2p/d. Both inequalities are equivalent

to r > 2p/(p � d). Hence, for z 2 Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) with r > 2p/(p � d) the whole
expression is well-defined, which proves continuity of ⌘ 7! j00(q)⌘2 on L2(⇤, %).

Moreover, if ⌘n * ⌘ in L2(⇤, %), then vn = S0(q)⌘n * v in L2(I;W 1,p
D ) and

vn ! v in Lr1(I;L1) for r1 2 (1, 2p/d). Weak lower semicontinuity of k·k2L2(⇤,%)

and continuity in v of the remaining parts yield

lim inf
n!1

�k⌘nk2L2(⇤,%) +

Z

I

Z

⌦

v2n �rz(q) · ⇥2⇠0(ū)vnµrvn + ⇠00(ū)v2nµrū
⇤

� �k⌘k2L2(⇤,%) +

Z

I

Z

⌦

v2 �rz(q) · ⇥2⇠0(ū)vµrv + ⇠00(ū)v2µrū
⇤

= j00(q)⌘2.

Concerning the last assertion, we find S0(qn)⌘n * S0(q)⌘n in W 1,2(I;W�1,p
D ) \

L2(I;W 1,p
D ) and z(qn) ! z(q) in Lr(I;W 1,p0

D ) with r > 2p/(p�d) as above, by means
of Proposition 4.8. Hence, the compact embeddingW 1,2(I;W�1,p

D )\L2(I;W 1,p
D ) ,!c

Lr1(I;L1) with r1 2 (1, 2p/d) yields the result. ⇤

For the second order optimality conditions we define the critical cone as

Cq̄ :=
�

⌘ 2 L2(⇤, %) : ⌘ satisfies the sign condition (4.10) and j0(q̄)⌘ = 0
 

,
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where the sign condition is given by

(4.10) ⌘

⇢ 0 if q̄ = qb

� 0 if q̄ = qa

�

%-almost everywhere in ⇤.

Then we obtain the usual second order necessary optimality condition.

Theorem 4.10. Let q̄ 2 Qad be a local solution of (P ). Then it holds

j00(q̄)⌘2 � 0, 8⌘ 2 Cq̄.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the one of [15, Theorem 5.1] employing
in particular Proposition 4.9. ⇤

Second order su�cient optimality conditions are typically formulated using co-
ercivity of j00. Indeed, for the given objective functional this is equivalent to the
seemingly weaker positivity condition of j00, as already observed for semilinear par-
abolic PDEs in [18].

Theorem 4.11. Let q̄ 2 Qad be given. The condition of positivity

j00(q̄)⌘2 > 0 8⌘ 2 Cq̄ \ {0},
and the condition of coercivity

9� > 0: j00(q̄)⌘2 � �k⌘k2L2(⇤,%) 8⌘ 2 Cq̄,

are equivalent.

Proof. The proof is identical to the one of Theorem 4.11 in [18] except for the
di↵erent structure of j00, where we use the formula given in Proposition 4.9. ⇤
Theorem 4.12. Let q̄ 2 Qad. If q̄ satisfies the first order necessary optimality
conditions of Lemma 4.7 and in addition

(4.11) j00(q̄)⌘2 > 0 8⌘ 2 Cq̄ \ {0},
then there exist constants " > 0 and � > 0 such that the quadratic growth condition

(4.12) j(q̄) +
�

2
kq � q̄k2L2(⇤,%)  j(q) 8q 2 Qad s.t. kq � q̄kL2(⇤,%)  ",

is satisfied.

Proof. To prove this result, we apply [17, Theorem 2.3]. The delicate point is to
verify assumption (A1), which is the continuous extension of j0 and j00 to L2(⇤, %).
However, in our setting this is guaranteed due to Propositions 4.8 and 4.9. ⇤

5. Application to stability analysis

As an application of the second order optimality conditions of Section 4 and
the improved regularity of Section 3, we investigate the dependence of the optimal
solution on perturbations of ⇠. The stability analysis of optimal control problems is
of independent interest, e.g., if the nonlinearity is not known exactly, cf. [55]. To this
end, consider a family of perturbed nonlinearities ⇠" 2 ⌅ defined in Theorem 3.20
satisfying

(5.1) k⇠ � ⇠"k1  c ", " > 0.

Note that due to uniform boundedness of the states in C(I ⇥ ⌦) Assumption (5.1)
might be weakened to hold on compact subsets of R. For ease of readability we
rely on the stronger supposition. A similar problem subject to perturbations on the
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desired state û has been studied in [18, Section 4.4] for a semilinear heat equation.
For any perturbed nonlinearity ⇠" 2 ⌅ fulfilling (5.1) let S" denote the associated
control-to-state mapping. Define

j" : Q ! R+
0 , q 7! J(q, S"(q)).

The perturbed optimal control problem reads as

Minimize j"(q) subject to q 2 Qad.(P")

We first prove a general Lipschitz stability result of the control-to-state mapping.

Lemma 5.1. There is a constant c > 0 independent of ⇠" 2 ⌅ such that for all
q 2 Qad and ⌘ 2 L2(⇤, %) it holds

(5.2) kS(q)� S"(q)kW 1,s(I;W�1,p
D

)\Ls(I;W 1,p
D

)  ck⇠ � ⇠"k1.

If in addition ⇠" 2 C1(R), then

kS0(q)⌘ � S0
"(q)⌘kW 1,2(I;W�1,p

D

)\L2(I;W 1,p
D

)  c (k⇠ � ⇠"k1 + k⇠0 � ⇠0"k1) k⌘kL2(⇤,%).

Proof. We denote in short u = S(q) and u" = S"(q). According to Theorem 3.20 all
solutions u" are uniformly bounded in W 1,s(I;H�⇣,p

D ) \ Ls(I;D), where we recall
D = DH�⇣,p

D

(�r · µr). Whence, all u" are contained in a compact subset of

C([0, T ];W 1,p
D ) ,! C(I ⇥ ⌦) due to embedding (3.11). Defining w = u�u" we have

(5.3) @tw +A(u)w �r · b"wµru" = [A"(u")�A(u")]u", w(0) = 0,

where

b"(t, x) :=

Z 1

0

⇠0(u(t, x) + ⌧(u"(t, x)� u(t, x))) d⌧.

As in Proposition 4.4 we see that for each u" the left-hand side of (5.3) defines an iso-
morphism. Furthermore, using Lipschitz continuity of ⇠0 on bounded sets, we imme-
diately infer that u" 7! b" is continuous from C(I ⇥ ⌦) into itself. Whence, the map-
ping u" 7! �r · b"µru" is continuous from C([0, T ];W 1,p

D ) into L(W 1,s(I;W�1,p
D )\

Ls(I;W 1,p
D );Ls(I;W�1,p

D )). Compactness of u" in C([0, T ];W 1,p
D ) yields uniformity

of the norm of the solution operators to (5.3). Hence, we obtain the first assertion
by estimating the right-hand side of (5.3) by

k[A"(u")�A(u")]u"kLs(I;W�1,p
D

)  k⇠ � ⇠"k1kµkL1(⌦)ku"kLs(I;W 1,p
D

),

as well as uniform boundedness of u" due to Theorem 3.20 and boundedness of Qad.
For the proof of the second estimate we set �u = S0(q)⌘ and �u" = S0

"(q)⌘.
Similar as above, compactness of u" in C([0, T ];W 1,p

D ) yields the uniform bound

k�u"kW 1,2(I;W�1,p
D

)\L2(I;W 1,p
D

)  ck⌘kL2(⇤,%).

The di↵erence �w = �u� �u" satisfies

@t�w +A(u)�w +A0(u)�w = [A"(u")�A(u)] �u" + [A0
"(u")�A0(u)] �u",

�w(0) = 0,

where u = S(q) and u" = S"(q). The terms on the right-hand side satisfy

[A"(u")�A(u)] �u" = [A"(u")�A(u")] �u" �r · b"(u" � u)µr�u"
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and

[A0
"(u")�A0(u)] �u" = �r · �u" [⇠

0
"(u")� ⇠0(u")]µru"

�r · b0"(u" � u)µru" �r · �u"⇠
0(u)µr [u" � u] ,

where

b0"(t, x) :=

Z 1

0

⇠00(u(t, x) + ⌧(u"(t, x)� u(t, x))) d⌧.

Whence, using (5.2) to bound ku" � ukL1(I⇥⌦) we find

k[A"(u")�A(u)] �u"kL2(I;W�1,p
D

)  ck⇠" � ⇠k1k�u"kL2(I;W 1,p
D

)

and, similarly,

k[A0
"(u")�A0(u)] �u"kL2(I;W�1,p

D

)  c (k⇠" � ⇠k1 + k⇠0" � ⇠0k1) k�u"kLr(I;L1),

where 1/2 = 1/r+1/s and r < 2p/d from embedding (3.3). Due to s > 2p/(p� d),
this is possible and maximal parabolic regularity yields the second bound. ⇤

Applying a meanwhile standard localization argument, cf. [14], we introduce the
auxiliary problem

(5.4) Minimize j"(q) subject to q 2 Qad \ B⇢(q̄),

for ⇢ > 0 su�ciently small such that the second order su�cient optimality condi-
tion (4.11) holds. Existence of at least one solution follows by standard arguments.

Theorem 5.2. Let q̄ 2 Qad be a locally optimal control of (P ) satisfying the second
order su�cient optimality conditions (4.11). There exist a sequence (q̄")" of local
solutions to (P") and a constant c > 0 such that

kq̄ � q̄"kL2(⇤,%)  c
p
".

Proof. We set

F (q) :=
1

2
kS(q)� ûk2L2(I⇥⌦), F"(q) :=

1

2
kS"(q)� ûk2L2(I⇥⌦).

To begin with, let (q̄")" denote a sequence of global solutions to (5.4). By optimality
of q̄" for (5.4) and the quadratic growth condition (4.12) we obtain

j"(q̄) � j"(q̄") = j(q̄") + F"(q̄")� F (q̄") � j(q̄) +
�

2
kq̄" � q̄k2L2(⇤,%) + F"(q̄")� F (q̄").

Thus, using the definition of j and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we arrive at

�

2
kq̄" � q̄k2L2(⇤,%)  j"(q̄)� j(q̄) + F (q̄")� F"(q̄") = F"(q̄)� F (q̄) + F (q̄")� F"(q̄")

 1

2
kS"(q̄) + S(q̄)� 2ûkL2(I⇥⌦)kS"(q̄)� S(q̄)kL2(I⇥⌦)

+
1

2
kS(q̄") + S"(q̄")� 2ûkL2(I⇥⌦)kS(q̄")� S"(q̄")kL2(I⇥⌦).

Now, applying Lemma 5.1 and (5.1), we obtain

�

2
kq̄" � q̄k2L2(⇤,%)  ck⇠ � ⇠"k1  c",

where we have used that S(q), respectively S"(q), can be estimated independently
of q due to Theorem 3.20 and boundedness of Qad. For " small enough it is clear
that q̄" is in the interior of B⇢(q̄) and hence a local solution of (P"). ⇤
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Assuming di↵erentiability of the nonlinearity ⇠", we are able to improve the
estimate of Theorem 5.2. Precisely suppose that

(5.5) k⇠ � ⇠"k1 + k⇠0 � ⇠0"k1  c", " > 0.

From the Lipschitz stability result of Lemma 5.1 we immediately infer

Corollary 5.3. There is c > 0 such that for all q 2 Qad it holds

|[j0(q)� j0"(q)] ⌘|  c"k⌘kL2(⇤,%), ⌘ 2 L2(⇤, %).

Theorem 5.4. Let q̄ 2 Qad be a locally optimal control of (P ) that satisfies the
second order su�cient optimality conditions (4.11). There exist a sequence (q̄")" of
local solutions to (P") and constants "0 > 0 and c > 0 such that

(5.6) kq̄ � q̄"kL2(⇤,%)  c", 8 0 < "  "0.

Proof. We proceed similarly to [16, Theorem 2.14] and argue by contradiction. Let
(q̄")" be a sequence of local solutions of (P") from Theorem 5.2. Assume (5.6) is
false, i.e. there exist sequences ("n)n with "n ! 0 and (q̄"

n

)n with q̄"
n

2 Qad and
q̄"

n

! q̄, such that

(5.7) kq̄"
n

� q̄kL2(⇤,%) > n"n, n 2 N.

We define ⇢n :=kq̄"
n

� q̄kL2(⇤,%) and ⌘n :=
1
⇢
n

(q̄"
n

� q̄), and may assume without

restriction that ⌘n * ⌘ in L2(⇤, %).
Step 1: ⌘ 2 Cq̄. Since q̄ is a locally optimal control of (P ), it holds

(5.8) j0(q̄)(q � q̄) � 0 8q 2 Qad.

Whence, weak convergence of ⌘n implies j0(q̄)⌘ = limn!1 j0(q̄)⌘n � 0. For the
converse inequality, optimality of q̄"

n

for (P"
n

) implies

(5.9) j0"(q̄"n)(q � q̄"
n

) � 0 8q 2 Qad.

Therefore, we find

j0(q̄)⌘  lim sup
n!1

j0"
n

(q̄"
n

)⌘n+lim sup
n!1

[j0(q̄"
n

)�j0"
n

(q̄"
n

)]⌘n+lim sup
n!1

[j0(q̄)�j0(q̄"
n

)]⌘n

 c lim sup
n!1

"nk⌘nkL2(⇤,%) + c lim sup
n!1

kq̄"
n

� q̄kL2(⇤,%)k⌘nkL2(⇤,%),

where we have used Corollary 5.3 and Lipschitz continuity of j0 in the last inequality.
As q̄"

n

! q̄ in L2(⇤, %) we conclude j0(q̄)⌘  0. Whence, j0(q̄)⌘ = 0.
Since q̄"

n

2 Qad, we have ⌘n � 0 if q̄ = qa and ⌘n  0 if q̄ = ub. Because Cq̄ is
convex and closed in L2(⇤, %), it is weakly closed and the weak limit satisfies the
sign condition (4.10) as well. Hence, ⌘ 2 Cq̄.

Step 2: ⌘ = 0. Using the optimality conditions (5.8) and (5.9) we obtain

[j0(q̄"
n

)� j0(q̄)](q̄"
n

� q̄)  [j0(q̄"
n

)� j0"(q̄"n)](q̄"n � q̄)  c"nkq̄"
n

� q̄kL2(⇤,%),

where we have used Corollary 5.3 in the last inequality. Taylor expansion yields

(5.10) j00(q̃n)(q̄"
n

� q̄)2 = [j0(q̄"
n

)� j0(q̄)](q̄"
n

� q̄)  c"nkq̄"
n

� q̄kL2(⇤,%)

for some appropriate q̃n. Employing weak lower semicontinuity of ⌘ 7! j00(q̄)⌘2,
continuity of q 7! j00(q) and (5.10) we conclude

j00(q̄)⌘2  lim inf
n!1

j00(q̄)⌘2n = lim inf
n!1

j00(q̃n)⌘
2
n

 lim sup
n!1

j00(q̃n)⌘
2
n  lim sup

n!1

c"n
⇢n

 lim sup
n!1

c

n
= 0(5.11)
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due to (5.7). Hence, the second order su�cient optimality conditions imply ⌘ = 0.
Step 3: Final contradiction. Since ⌘n * 0 in L2(⇤, %), the sequence S0(q̄)⌘n

converges weakly to zero in W 1,2(I;W�1,p
D ) \ L2(I;W 1,p

D ) and strongly to zero in
Lr1(I;L1) for r1 2 (1, 2p/d), due to the compact embedding (3.3). Therefore, the
concrete expression (4.8) for the second derivative of j yields

lim
n!1

j00(q̄)⌘2n = � lim
n!1

k⌘nk2L2(⇤,%).

Because of k⌘nk2L2(⇤,%) = 1, we find

0 < � = � lim inf
n!1

k⌘nk2L2(⇤,%) = lim inf
n!1

j00(q̄)⌘2n = 0,

where the last conclusion follows from (5.11). This completes the proof. ⇤

Appendix A. Regularity of domains

For the geometric setting, we introduce:

K :={x 2 Rd : |x| < 1}, K� :=K \ {x : xd < 0},
⌃ :=K \ {x : xd = 0}, ⌃0 :=⌃ \ {x : xd�1 < 0},

where xi denotes the i-th component of x 2 Rd, i 2 {1, . . . , d}.
Definition A.1. Let ⌦ ⇢ Rd and �N a relatively open subset of @⌦. The set
⌦ [ �N is called Gröger regular [34] if for any point x 2 @⌦ there exist an open
neighborhood Ux ⇢ Rd of x and a bi-Lipschitz mapping �x from Ux onto ↵K such
that �x(x) = 0 and

�x ((⌦ [ �N ) \ Ux) 2 {↵K�,↵(K� [ ⌃),↵(K� [ ⌃0)} .
In the paper, we require further regularity properties of the domain ⌦. We give

short proofs or references of these well-known results for convenience. Here Bd�1
⇢ (y)

denotes the open ball in Rd�1 with radius r > 0 and center y, the symbol Hd�1

stands for the (d � 1)-dimensional Hausdor↵ measure and dist (z,M) denotes the
distance of z to M ⇢ Rd.

Proposition A.2. If ⌦ is a Lipschitz domain, then ⌦ is a d-set [40, Chapter II]
and @⌦ is of class (A↵) [42, Definition II.C.1].

Proof. Since K� is a d-set and {xd = 0} \ K is of class (A↵), this follows from
the definition of Lipschitz domains, because bi-Lipschitz mappings preserve either
properties [29, Chapter 2.4.1] and any finite union of d-sets (class (A↵)) is again a
d-set (of class (A↵)). ⇤

Proposition A.3. If ⌦ [ �N is Gröger regular, then:

(i) For all x 2 �N , there is an open neighborhood Ux and a bi-Lipschitz mapping
�x from a neighborhood of Ux onto an open subset of Rd, such that �x(Ux) =
K, �x(⌦ \ Ux) = K�, �x(@⌦ \ Ux) = ⌃ and �x(0) = 0,

(ii) For all x 2 @�N , there are c0 2 (0, 1) and c1 > 0 such that

Hd�1

��

z 2 Bd�1
r (y) : dist (z,�x(�N \ Ux)) > c0r

 � � c1r
d�1

for all r 2 (0, 1] and y 2 Rd�1 such that (y, 0) 2 �x(@�N \ Ux) with �x and
Ux as in (i),

(iii) �D is a (d� 1)-set.
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Proof. Set �̂x = 2�x/↵ and Ûx = �̂�1
x (K). Then (i) follows from the fact, that

bi-Lipschitz mappings pass inner points to inner points and boundary points to
boundary points. Since �̂x(�N \ Ûx) = ⌃0 and �̂x(@�N \ Ûx) = ⌃\ {x : xd�1 = 0}
we infer (ii) by a direct calculation. (iii) is proved in [48, Theorem 4.3]. ⇤

Appendix B. Exponential stability of the semigroups on Lp(⌦)

Proposition B.1. Let 0 < µ• < µ•. For each ! 2 [0, µ•) it holds

kS�r·µr+1(z)kL(L2)  e�!<z, z 2 ⌃✓,

for all coe�cient functions µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•), where S�r·µr+1 stands for the semi-

group generated by r · µr� 1 and

✓ = arctan

✓

µ• + !

µ• � !

◆

2 (⇡/4,⇡/2).

Proof. Let a be the form associated with �r · µr+ 1, i.e.

a(u, v) =

Z

⌦

µru ·rv +

Z

⌦

uv, u, v 2 W 1,2
D .

Since ! 2 [0, µ•) the form b(u, v) := a(u, v) � !(u, v)L2 is coercive. Let B denote
the operator associated with the form b. According to [10, Theorem 4.2] we con-
clude that �B generates a sectorially contractive holomorphic C0-semigroup SB .
Moreover, the angle of sectoriality ✓ is determined by the quotient of the continuity
constant and coercivity constant of b, i.e. tan ✓ = (µ•+!)/(µ•�!). Note that [10,
Theorem 4.2] also holds in real spaces. Contractivity of SB yields

kS�r·µr+1(z)kL(L2) = e�!<zkSB(z)kL(L2)  e�!<z, z 2 ⌃✓,

due to the representation �(�r · µr+ 1) = �B � !I. ⇤

Proposition B.2. Let p 2 (1,1) and 0 < µ• < µ•. There is ! > 0 such that

kS�r·µr+1(z)kL(Lp)  e�!z, z > 0,

for all coe�cient functions µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•).

Proof. Due to Proposition B.1 there is ! > 0 such that

kS�r·µr+1(z)kL(L2)  e�!z, z > 0,

uniformly in µ 2 Md(µ•, µ
•). Furthermore, it holds (1 ^ |u|) signu = u � (u �

1)+ + (�u � 1)+ 2 W 1,2
D for all u 2 W 1,2

D ; see proof of Theorem 3.1 in [59]. Thus,
r ·µr�1 generates a semigroup S�r·µr+1 of contractions on L1 according to [51,
Theorem 4.9]. Due to [8, Lemma 2.1 (i)], the semigroup S�r·µr+1 interpolates on
Lp for all p 2 [1,1]. Hence, the assertion follows by interpolation. ⇤

Appendix C. Sectorial operators and interpolation spaces

Definition C.1. A linear operator B on a Banach space X is called sectorial of
angle ✓ 2 (0,⇡), if there exists C > 0 such that

�(B) ⇢ ⌃✓, kzR(z,B)kL(X)  C, 8z 2 C \ ⌃✓.

The following characterization of the real interpolation space is well-known. In
our analysis we are particularly interested in the constants of equivalence of norms.
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Proposition C.2. Let B be a sectorial operator on X of angle ✓ 2 (0,⇡). Then

(X,D(B))�,1 =
n

' 2 X : k'k1,�,1 :=k'k+ sup
z2C\⌃

✓

|z|�kBR(z,B)'k < 1
o

for all � 2 (0, 1) with equivalence of norms. Precisely,

k·k�,1  (C + 2)k·k1,�,1, k·k1,�,1  (C + 1)(2C + 1)k·k�,1,

where C denotes the constant from Definition C.1 of sectoriality.

Proof. This follows from [47, Proposition 3.1.1] and the resolvent identity. ⇤

Appendix D. Maximal parabolic regularity of nonautonomous
operators

We remind the reader of the following definitions. Let {A(t) : t 2 [0, T ] } be a
family of operators on a Banach space X and ✓ 2 (0,⇡/2). We say that A(·) satisfies
a resolvent estimate if there is c > 0 such that

(D.1) kR(z,A(t))kL(X) 
c

1 + |z| , z 2 C \ ⌃✓, t 2 [0, T ].

The family A(·) satisfies the Acquistapace-Terreni condition if there are constants
0  � < ↵ < 1 and c > 0 such that

(D.2) kA(t)R(z,A(t))[A(t)�1 �A(s)�1]kL(X)  c|t� s|↵|z|��1

for all t, s 2 [0, T ] and z 2 C \ ⌃✓. Moreover, A(·) is uniformly R-sectorial if

(D.3) R ��

zR(z,A(t)) : z 2 C \ ⌃✓

 �  c, t 2 [0, T ].

Lemma D.1. Let X be an UMD space, s 2 (1,1) and I be a set. Consider families
of operators {A◆(t) : t 2 [0, T ] }◆2I on X that satisfy (D.1), (D.2) and (D.3) with
uniform constants. Then for each ◆ 2 I the operator A◆ possesses maximal parabolic
regularity on Ls((0, T );X) with norm independent of ◆ 2 I, i.e. there exists c > 0
such that for all f 2 Ls((0, T );X), u0 2 (X,DX (A◆(0)))1�1/s,s and all ◆ 2 I the
solution u to

@tu+A◆u = f, u(0) = u0,

satisfies

k@tukLs((0,T );X) + kA◆ukLs((0,T );X)  ckfkLs((0,T );X).

Proof. This is essentially the result of [53, Corollary 14] (cf. also [57, Satz 4.2.6])
except for the uniformity. We take a step back and consider the problem

(D.4) @tu+A◆u = f, u(t0) = 0,

on the interval (t0, t1) ✓ (0, T ). If u is a solution to (D.4), then it holds

A◆(t)u(t) = (Q◆u)(t) + (S◆f)(t),

see, e.g., the heuristic derivation [2, p. 56f], where

(Q◆u)(t) :=

Z t

t0

q◆(t, s)u(s) ds :=

Z t

t0

A◆(t)
2SA

◆

(t)(t� s)
�

A◆(t)
�1 �A◆(s)

�1
�

u(s) ds,

(S◆f)(t) :=

Z t

t0

A◆(t)SA
◆

(t)(t� s)f(s) ds.
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Step 1: kQ◆k  1/2. According to [2, Lemma 2.3 (i)] the operator-valued kernel q◆
satisfies kq◆(t, s)kL(X)  c(t� s)↵���1, where the constant depends proportionally
on the constant c in (3.19). Whence, using Fubini’s theorem we estimate

kQ◆fkL1((t0,t1);X)  c

Z t1

t0

Z t

t0

(t� s)↵���1kf(s)kX  c(t1 � t0)
↵��kfkL1((t0,t1);X)

for all 0  t0 < t1  T . Similarly, we find

kQ◆fkL1((t0,t1);X)  c(t1 � t0)
↵��kfkL1((t0,t1);X).

Interpolation yields kQ◆kLs((t0,t1);X)  c(t1 � t0)↵�� ; see [61, Theorem 1.18.6.1].
Thus, there is ⌧ > 0 such that for all I0 = (t0, t0 + ⌧) with t0 2 [0, T ) it holds
kQ◆kLs(I0;X)  1/2 and 1 � Q◆ is invertible. Therefore, A◆(·)u = (1 � Q◆)�1S◆f .
For an alternative argument see [39, Section 3].

Step 2: Boundedness of S◆. For maximal parabolic regularity we have to show
that S◆ is bounded on Ls(I0;X) which is done in [53, Corollary 14] based on the
operator-valued symbol associated with the resolvent R(z,�A◆(t)). Note that due
to the supposition [53, Conditions (4),(5)] are uniform with respect to ◆ 2 I.

We first consider the regular version [53, Theorem 6]. Its proof is based on [53,
Proposition 11] stating that every symbol a has a Coifman-Meyer type decompo-
sition. Concerning the constants, using Remark 3.10, we infer that C on page 813
[53] depends on the properties of the symbol [53, Definition 3], only. The definition
bk(x, ⇠) = a(x, 2k⇠)�k(2k⇠) and Remark 3.10 immediately yield C 0 with the same
dependence. Employing [9, Lemma 2.3] we see that the estimate of [53, Proposi-
tion 11, (ii)] exclusively depends on C 0. The remaining estimate with C 0

� essentially
uses [53, Condition (3)]. The decomposition is then used to define a bounded op-
erator on Lp(Rn;X) by means of [53, Proposition 10]. In its proof we first use [53,
Theorem 7] yielding constants that are independent of Tj . Then we apply Kahane’s
inequality (exclusively depending on p and X) and the R-bound of Dk, but Dk

depends on the dyadic partition of unity, only. Thereafter we use the definition
of Tjf(x). The R-bound of aj justifies the next inequality and we are left with
terms that are independent of the symbol a. For the second part of the proof, the
only point where the symbol enters is in the middle of page 811. There we use the
estimate |(I � �z)maj(z)|  C22j�m due to [53, Proposition 10, (ii)].

Second, we consider the general version [53, Theorem 5] using Nagase’s reduction
to the smooth case. The symbol a is decomposed into a = b+c [53, Proposition 13],
where b is regular and c is treated by [53, Lemma 12]. In the second last estimates
on pages 815 and 816 we use [53, Condition (4)], the third last estimate on page
817 uses [53, Condition (5)]. The remaining estimates are independent of a. Last,
in the proof of [53, Lemma 12] the constant C exclusively depends on C0 and C↵

of the supposition and � from the proof.
Step 3: Inhomogeneous initial data. Let u0 2 (X,DX (A◆(t0)))1�1/s,s and con-

sider v1 the solution to @v1 +A◆v1 = 0, v1(t0) = u0. Then

kv2kW 1,s(I0;X)  cku0k(X,D
X

(A
◆

(t0)))1�1/s,s

according to [21, Lemma 2.1] that is based on [1, Lemma 2.2]. Carefully inspecting
its proof we see that c > 0 depends on the resolvent estimate and the Acquistapace-
Terreni condition and not on ◆. Then, we have (@t +A◆, �0)

�1 (f, u0) = v1 + v2,
where v2 is the solution to (@t +A◆) v2 = f � (@t +A◆) v1 with v2(t0) = 0.
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Step 3: Maximal regularity on (0, T ). Consider a finite partition of [0, T ] into
intervals [ti, ti+1] each of length at most ⌧ . We iterate the procedure above on each
interval, where we use the terminal value u(ti+1) 2 (X,DX (A◆(ti+1)))1�1/s,s due
to the embedding [21, Corollary 2.3] as the initial value for the next interval. ⇤
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